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Between 1827 and 1828, Mr. and Mrs. Basil Hall, English travelers to America,
separately described American eating habits and utensils. While Basil Hall was writing for
anticipated publication, Margaret Hall was writing, without constraints, for the amusement of her
family when they returned to England. She deplored the common method of eating in America:
“…we went to the public table and found a party of eighteen or twenty, all eating with their
knives, which is a most universal practice here.”1 In one of her entries, she complained that while
English people were accustomed to a three-pronged silver fork, two-pronged forks were, “all we
are indulged with in this uncivilised [sic] country.”2 Basil Hall confirmed his wife’s opinions,
and added that putting a knife in one’s mouth was dangerous, ugly, and, “followed in England
only by the lowest vulgar.”3 He was torn, “between reluctance to do what he [had] been taught to
consider ill-bred, and the desire to please by conformity.”4
What is thought of today as a mere table utensil, barely given any thought, defined ones
social status and national identity during the nineteenth-century. The fork was a, “social [prop]
for genteel dining,” only used by those who could afford it.5 The English had adopted fork eating
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and its use had become commonplace in all but
the poorest of households. America was one of the last Western countries to replace hand and
knife eating with that of the fork. This astounded English travelers while visiting in the early
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nineteenth century, and many of them commented on American habits in their letters, diaries,
and publications.
The history of instruments of the table is finally a popular topic, but most of the work that
has been done has taken an art history approach; the focus on form and design has preceded
function in the study of flatware. It has been difficult to find many American sources that
describe domestic methods of eating. Fortunately, contemporary English travelers, such as Basil
and Margaret Hall, cannot say enough about the peculiarities of American eating habits. Through
their eyes it is possible to uncover American dining customs between 1810 and 1850. In this
period, the English were extremely vocal in their criticisms, and, by implementing the use of the
fork, Americans drastically shifted the ways in which they ate to live up to European standards.
This troubled some citizens, and a war at the table began; one side favoring the fashionable
European technique of eating with a fork, and the other that clung to the archaic method of using
a knife. Eventually the desire to feel equal in all ways, including at the table, to a European
power such as England, encouraged the eventual wide spread use of the fork.
Most scholarly works that includes information about the evolution of the fork tends to
have an art historians perspective. In Feeding Desire: Designs and Tools of the Table 1500-2005,
eight curators and specialists examine the evolution, physical form, and social meanings of
utensils throughout history.6 This book, published alongside an exhibit at the Cooper-Hewitt
Museum of the same name, includes an abundance of images from the exhibit, as well as seven
essays on distinctly different topics in the field of flatware. The curators note the changes in table
settings rather than emphasizing the ways that the utensils were used, and focus on paintings of
elaborate dinner tables and intricate utensils that appear to be more for ceremony than use. While
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the use of artwork that depicts more common usage of the fork and how it changed is certainly
important, more research needs to be done that describes how Americans were eating.
Barbara Carson’s publication, Ambitious Appetites: Dining Behavior, and Patterns of
Consumption in Federal Washington, is the most exhaustive study on the topic of American
eating habits and their European counterparts to date. She examines the American diner in and
around Washington D.C. at the turn of the nineteenth-century. Her work critiques foreign
interpretations and reactions to American eating habits, as well as an examination of probate
inventories.7
John F. Kasson’s work, Rudeness & Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urban
America, complements Carson’s work well.8 He continues to examine the relationship between
people who ate with forks versus those who ate with knives, but also includes considerable
information on etiquette practices throughout the nineteenth-century. While Carson uses the
population of Federal Washington D.C. to examine eating habits and manners, Kasson focuses
his research on urban areas in general throughout the entirety of the nineteenth-century.
C.T.P. Bailey focuses more on the seemingly glamorous knife to the detriment of the
fork.9 The English, such as Bailey, have made cutlery a subject of considerable scholarly work,
particularly the ways in which the knife and fork were used. Much has been written about
European methods of eating, but little attention has been paid to the American diner. Scholars
have written numerous works on American table etiquette, place settings, and food choice, but
they have only tangentially commented upon American eating habits.
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The German Sociologist, Norbert Elias argues that the development and use of the fork is
an indicator of “the civilizing process.”10 The introduction of the fork, and its eventual
widespread use, replaced methods of eating that had been around for millennia. The origin of the
fork can be found with the Medici and other Italian nobility during the fifteenth century,
although widespread usage did not occur until the latter half of the sixteenth-century.11 While
they formed a part of the table setting in Italy, their usage did not spread to other regions until the
latter part of the seventeenth century. This period was one of trial, change, and acceptance. In
short, the evolution of the fork paralleled, “the development of Western Civilization.”12
Etiquette books written before the widespread introduction of the fork treat manual
feeding rituals as nothing short of an art form. For example, during the mid-fifteenth-century the
book La Contenance de la Table exhorted children not to blow their noses with the same hand in
which they take their food.13 Jean Sulpice, the author of another fifteenth-century etiquette book
described the proper manner in which to convey food to the mouth, “it is wrong to grab your
food with both hands at once; meat should be taken with three fingers and too much should not
be put into the mouth at the same time.”14 When practiced correctly this method of eating had an
air of delicacy and grace.
For those who were fortunate enough to afford personal eating utensils, the knife was
used as a substitute for hands or spoons. The knife has always been a staple item of the table, but
its capacity to transfer food to the mouth was not its primary function during the Middle Ages.
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As one might imagine, the purpose of the knife has always been to cut an item to a more
manageable size for consumption, as can be seen in an engraving from Nuremburg.15
A hierarchical division of appropriate eating utensils, or lack thereof, during the fifteenthcentury can be seen distinctly in the 1491 engraving, Shatzbehalter, from Nuremberg (Fig. 1).16
Footmen surround the King, at the head table. The footman in the left hand corner can be seen
carving the King’s food to place on his trencher. The King has a personal eating knife, which
may be used to further divide his meal, and possibly to lift food to his mouth. The people sitting
at the table on the right of the picture only have spoons at their disposal, while those at the table
on the left have no utensils at all.
Outside of Italy, hands, knives, and spoons were the primary conveyers of food
throughout Europe until the seventeenth-century. During this period other European travelers
took note and slowly adopted some of those methods in their own countries. Thomas Coryat,
who is celebrated with possibly introducing the fork to England, described how taken he became
with the new utensil, “Hereupon I myselfe [sic] thought good to imitate the Italian fashion by
this forked cutting of meate [sic], not only while I was in Italy, but also in Germany, and
oftentimes in England, since I came home...”17 From that point it took a little over a century for
the practice of eating with a fork to take hold in England. However, Britain’s colonies in North
America did not adopt the practice until considerably later.
Writing in 1829, an author referring to himself as Dick Humelbergius Secundus reaffirms
fork’s materials available for use in America: “Our forks, therefore, are of a quite different
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shape- the steel ones being bidental [sic], and the silver ones generally tridental [sic]...”18 His
work focused on comparing the differences between forks and chopsticks, although his claims
that forks migrated from China into Italy are somewhat misguided.
There existed a specific vocabulary for utensils and their functions. Sources that describe
silver forks usually refer to forks with three or more tines. If the term silver forks are used, the
fork itself is the conveyer of food to the mouth, with the knife simply acting as a utensil to cut.
For example, the forks pictured in Figure 2 are examples of turn of the 19th century English
silver forks.19 The design of the forks follows their function; the curved head allows for ready
conveyance of food, while the multiple tines stabilize items while being lifted.
While the wealthy had access to silver forks, the majority of the American population
commonly used two-pronged forks. The purpose of these steel or iron utensils was to hold the
food item while it was being cut, or to raise large objects to the mouth, a practice that was looked
upon with some disgust by many European visitors.20 Usually, when one ate with a two-pronged
fork, the knife would be used like a spoon to lift items to the lips. The two-pronged forks
displayed in Figure 3 are examples of American forks from the early nineteenth-century.21 The
heads of these forks are flatter than the silver forks previously discussed, which suggests that the
function of these utensils was solely to stabilize food while being cut.
In surveying eating habits among Americans during the nineteenth-century, it must be
noted that no habit was universal. There were differences in regional availability of items,
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varying degrees of personal preferences, and utensils that, due to their novelty, were only
available to the upper and middle classes. The distinctions between British and American eating
methods and manners were most pronounced in the early nineteenth-century, but diminished
over the next hundred years.
This work focuses on the middle, and to some degree, the upper class in the first quarter
of the nineteenth-century. An etiquette book published in Hartford, Connecticut in 1849
described the rationality of only looking to these classes, because the author claims that the,
“lower orders are ignorant, from want of means or instruction; the higher, from indolence and
perpetually increasing incapacity.”22 The author concludes that one must look to the middle class
for “good society,” since it is the, “class which has not had its ideas contradicted by laborious
occupations, nor its mental powers annihilated by luxury.” 23 This class is the most important
when looking at changes in etiquette, since they had the means in which to purchase new
utensils, but chose whether or not they wanted to. The wealthy bought new forks once they were
available without question, since they tried to stay on the cutting edge of table fashions. The
middle class, however, was able to decide if the new utensils were worth the money and change
in lifestyle as they learned how to use them.
One traveler who encouraged the immediate adoption of the fork was Margaret Hall. As
an English aristocrat, Hall was taken aback at how desperately many Americans sought
validation of their manners. While staying in Albany, New York in 1827, she noted that
everyone’s mind appeared to be, “bent in seeming quite English in their manners and customs,
but a lurking suspicion that they are not quite what they ought to be makes them seek to have
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their opinion confirmed by those who they think qualified to judge.”24 While her own feelings of
superiority may have affected her judgement, this was not a singular incident. In several entries
she complains about the persistent manner-related inquiries of some Americans:
What can I say? I can’t tell people who are doing their best to amuse and please me that
they are not within a hundred degrees of the polish and refinement of English society; the
very question shows their deficiency, for what can be more ill-bred than to ask anyone
what they think of yourself, in fact, neither more nor less.25
Her writtings describe a general American ignorance of “English matters,” especially as they
related to etiquette at the table.26 While her own prejudices surely factored into her
conclusion, she claimed “…even they themselves cannot deny the superior importance of
England to them over America to us.”27 This appears a strange comment to make of a nation
which prided itself on Independence and Liberty. Americans, while confident in their budding
systems of government, did not have the same confidence at the table opposite the English, and
looked to them for guidance and acceptance.
Hall was not alone in her observations of vulgar behavior; an Anglo-German Aristocrat
wrote a journal early in the nineteenth-century that recalled a conversation with an American
woman at a dinner party. At the sight of his, “formidable” European “three-pronged fork,” she
decried the manners of her fellow guests during the meal, “Indeed…our people do not know how
to eat.”28 Though the Aristocrat objected to her statement, she continued, referring to her fellow
American diners, “And you call that eating?...What must the English think of us when they see
us act in this manner? Oh! I wish dinner were over!”29 Based on this passage, it appears that
either the aristocrat carried his own utensil with him (and therefor had a different fork than
24
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everyone else), or was the only member at the table with uniform utensils that operated the fork
with any skill. The uncouth table manners displayed by her fellow countrymen horrified the
young lady to such an extent that she felt compelled to apologize to her foreign guest. Americans
in the early nineteenth-century began to acknowledge what they considered inadequacies at the
table. For some the movement towards refinement and acceptance in the presance of Europeans
became an obsession.
The item that was the center of such insecurities, and what caused the lady at the dinner
party such distress, was the silver fork. In Garrick Mallery’s 1888 journal article from The
American Anthropologist, he described a transitional period is described which affected
Americans in the first half of the nineteenth-century:
Quite recently forks have been made with three, four or five tines, leaving such small
spaces between them as to allow of the ready and convenient conveyance of peas for
instance. Now such forks, when first invented, were almost always made of the precious
metals and were marks of wealth and culture. People who did not have them still used the
knife as a means of conveyance, ergo, people who ate with their knife were not cultured,
that is, were vulgar.30
Writing at the end of the nineteenth-century, Mallery described a time when multiple-tined forks
could only be bought by the elite. During this period of change, American public opinion split
regarding the proper usage of the fork. Two camps emerged: one adopted European dining
habits, while the other rejected the primacy of the fork.
Numerous English travelers wrote extensively of their disgust with the American habit of
eating with knives. This trait so disgusted Margaret Hall that she could barely stop talking about
the subject over the course of a year. While visiting Captain Partridge’s Military School in New
Haven, Connecticut in October of 1827, she was appalled when she saw the young cadets,
“Helping themselves to butter, stewed onions, salt, or potatoes, all with their own nasty knives,
30
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which the moment before they had been eating…”31 While this may be percieved as an isolated
incident reflective of military culture, only four months before Mrs. Hall proclaimed that
Americans, “…one and all, male and female, eat invariably and indefatigably with their
knives.”32 Hall became horrified by American table manners and carefully catalogued all of their
deficiencies during meal-times. “It goes rather against one’s feelings to see a prettily-dressed,
nice-looking, young woman laddling rice pudding into her mouth with a great knife, and
yesterday to my great horror I saw a nursery maid feeding an infant of seventeen months in the
same way.”33
Though her comments on the Americans are highly critical and belittling, it is important
to remember that her book was not intended for publication. It acted as a travel journal to record
the events of her trip across the Atlantic and is, in some cases, more valuable than her husband’s
work. Basil Hall wrote for publication, and most likely self-censored his work for a diverse
audience (which included Americans). Margaret was only writing for herself and the amusement
of her family, but she was not alone in her harsh judgements of the Americans.
Another critical English traveler during the same period was the redoubtable English
traveler Francis Trollope. Writing in 1828, she criticized Americans for the speed at which they
ate, their spitting from the table, and, “the frightful manner of feeding with their knives, till the
whole blade seemed to enter their mouth;…the dinner hour was to be any thing rather than an
hour of enjoyment.”34 Even an American gentleman, writing ten years after Margaret Hall’s and
Francis Trollope’s travels, dismayed at a guest’s manners when he came to dine.
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How important are some things, which many persons regard as triffles. Manners &
personal habits for instance. Mr. B. today ate with his knife, smacked his lips,… and I
was so much annoyed and disgusted that, tho I respect the man & do not dislike his
conversation, I was glad to get rid of him.35
The use of a knife to eat appeared to get a stronger reaction than that of eating with a fork. Very
few examples describe a strong distaste to forks when utilized in a European fashion, but
descriptions of lost appetites, dismay, and horror can be found when writing about the knife.36
The habit of using a knife to bring food to one’s mouth had been eradicated in England
decades before. According to Basil Hall, conveying food to the mouth “was followed in England
only by the lowest vulgar.”37 In the humorous watercolor from 1816 (Fig. 4), a group of men can
be seen devouring chicken speared on their two-pronged forks.38 Drawings like this certainly
exaggerated the vulgarity of eating at an American table, but this caricature was a commonly
perceived notion among Europeans. It is not known whether this image was drawn as an example
of how Americans were actually eating, or just as a perceptive exaggeration of the differences of
eating habits of the Americans to the English.
Even people of little means ate with multiple-tined forks in England, as can be seen in an
English etiquette book from 1839, "We have said nothing about the use of silver forks, because
we do not write for savages; and where, excepting among savages, shall we find any who at
present eat with other than a French fork?”39 The author continued by referencing the transitional
period that was occurring in England as well:
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There are, it is true, occasionally to be found some ancients, gentlemen of the old school,
as it is termed, who persist in preferring steel, and who will insist on calling for a steel
fork if there is none on the table. They consider the modern custom an affectation, and
deem that all affectation should be avoided. They tread upon the pride of Plato, with
more pride... 40
This reference to “old-school” manners reflects the dying practice of eating with a knife in
England. Where Basil Hall claimed that only the “lowest vulgar” practiced the habit when he
wrote in 1827, the author of the English etiquette book claimed that there were “gentlemen” who
still insisted on calling for heir steel knives.41
Everyone did not have the same sentiments of travelers such as Trollope, Hall, or other
English authors. As more visitors were commenting on the use of forks, young “fashionables” in
America wanted to be among the first to use such stylish utensils. However, not everyone in
America was willing or able to go to the silversmith and order a set of forks. Some citizens
hearkened back to opinions of Noah Webster, who argued in 1788 that his fellow countrymen
should create their own, unique identity, “Americans must believe and act from the belief that it
is dishonorable to waste life in mimicking the follies of other nations and basking in the sunshine
of foreign glory.”42 The use of forks at the table infringed upon a sense of national identity that
some citizens associated with the use of knives. By “mimicking” foreign “follies,” Americans
lost some of their sense of national pride, and some did not see the advantage of following
European manners when they felt that there were no deficiencies with their own.
Writing in 1836, Eliza Farrar detailed a conversation she had with an old gentleman on
the subject of new manners. In the conversation, the old man decried the conduct of a stylish
gentleman who ate with them at a dinner party, “Whereas those who have always been used to
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silver forks and cut glass have no fear of doing wrong; they suppose, like you, that helping
potatoes must come of itself, and so they never think about it, and do so awkwardly all their
lives.”43 The speaker was piqued with Americans who were so eager to curry favor with
European travelers that they neglected common table manners.
In some cases silver utensils were even seen as pretentious and sent the wrong message to
other diners. In 1820, Louisa Catherine Adams recalled a conversation she had with her friend,
Mr. Randolph, who had gone to a presidential candidate’s dinner party. At the party Mr.
Randolph’s place was set with a “four pronged silver fork,” and he declared that he knew a
person who would never “vote for a man who made use of such forks.”44 The fact that the man
would not vote for a President who used silver forks likely indicated that the common citizen did
not own such utensils. The want of a President who represented the common man was actualized
in 1828 with the election of Andrew Jackson. Jackson’s public receptions were open to all
citizens, including the “men begrimed with sweat and filth.”45 These same men would not own
stylish silver forks. If a President wanted to represent the common man, he would do everything
that he could to appease them, including not alienating them at the table due to the utensil he
chose.
Not everyone agreed that silver forks were the way of the future. Eliza Farrar, the author
of the 1836 etiquette manual, The Young Lady’s Friend, was among the most outspoken of
American authors who were in favor of the “old-fashioned” habit of eating with knives. “If you
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wish to imitate the French or English, you will put every mouthful into your mouth with your
fork…”46 Farrar continued by proposing a more nationalistic form of eating:
…if you think, as I do, that Americans have as good a right to their own fashions as the
inhabitants of any other country, you may choose the convenience of feeding yourself
with your right hand, armed with a steel blade; and provided you do it neatly, and do not
put in large mouthfuls, or close your lips tightly over the blade, you ought not to be
considered as eating ungenteely [sic].47
This sense of national identity fueled a war at the table between silver forks and knives for
people like Farrar. Sharing Webster’s distaste for foreign “follies,” Farrar was one of the few
authors of etiquette books during the 1830’s that argued to ignore the new European fashion of
eating. She tried to persuade Americans to retain a sense of national identity at the table, arguing
that it did not have to be considered ungenteel.48
Garrick Mallery cautiously agreed with Farrar’s beliefs in his article, though he admitted
that people who ate with knives were social outcasts:
It is absurd to say, as it generally is said, that the objection to the vehicular use of the
knife is from danger to the corners of the mouth. I venture to wager that among the
thousands and tens of thousands of persons in the rural districts who still use the knife in
that so-called vulgar manner there never was an accident produced by that operation; and,
indeed, while, in deference to society’s canon, I totally repudiate it myself, I am obliged
to confess that some of the most cultured and dignified persons I have ever met did in
fact carry portions of their food to their mouth by this process.49
Both Farrar and Mallery were in the minority. While Farrar was writing during a major
transitional period of eating habits and utensils, Mallery, writing in 1888, wrote well after the
habit of eating with a knife had supposedly been stamped out. In his article, he references,
“thousands and tens of thousands of persons” who still ate with knives in the rural districts of
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America.50 The practice at that time was unheard of among the socially conscious. The tide of
eating with forks began to turn in the 1840’s, following the publication of numerous English
travel narratives that ridiculed American dining practices. The progress of this transformation
can be seen in many etiquette books of the time.
Despite intense public debate over the proper use of forks, some British visitors preferred
to remain neutral. In 1839, English politician Frederick Marryat traveled to America to examine
the political structure in the new and developing nation. In the introduction of his book, Marryat
was irritated by the gossipy travelers who preceded him.
Was there so little to be remarked about America, its government, its institutions, and the
effect which these had upon the people that the pages of so many writers upon that
country should be filled up with how Americans dined or drank wine, and what
description of what spoons and forks were used at table?51
In a humorous passage, Marryat chides the travelers who came to America before him: “I did not
sail across the Atlantic to ascertain whether the Americans eat their dinners with two-pronged
iron or three-pronged silver forks,…; it is quite sufficient for me to know that they do eat and
drink; if they did not, it would be a curious anomaly which I should not pass over.”52
For those who did care about utensils and their usage, the sketch “The Farmers [sic] Son
Metamorphosed into a Finished Exquisite (Fig. 5),” clearly illustrates an example of reactions to
different flatware during the transitional period of the 1830’s. The son, upon returning home,
faints at the sight of his parent’s flatware.53 “O! dear! [sic] Remove that horrible vulgar looking
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two pronged iron fork from my plate or it will be the death of me.”54 The stern-looking father
questions, “Well I wonder if this is really my son Bob that used to eat his pork & beans in the
fields with the dung-fork across his lap.”55 The lady holding the son cries, “Dear! Dear! [sic]
What a thing it is to travel to foreign parts and get polished!”56
Over the course of one frame, the illustrator manages to capture all of the conflicting
opinions Americans had with the introduction of silver forks. The son, obviously submitting
himself to the European fashion, become overwhelmed at the sight of his parents’ forks, while
the mother referenced the change in his attitude due to foreign influences. The father, on the
other hand, doe not understand his son’s sudden distaste for his own heritage, and is in disbelief
at his reaction. From the three peaking characters of the drawing, the son cared the most about
which utensil he would use.
The authors of etiquette books also cared deeply about which utensil was appropriate at
the table, and began to take a stricter approach to stamp out knife eating during the 1840’s. Only
forty years before, authors excluded forks entirely and focused solely on the proper ways to eat
with a knife or fingers. Subsequent works, however, declared forks as the only appropriate
option.
Two books that were published in 1843 described the situation at the American table. In
an Etiquette for Ladies, the author forewarns the reader of the difficulties of eating at an “oldfashioned” house. “Knives were made for cutting, and those who carry food to their mouths with
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them, frequently cut their lips. Eat always with a fork or spoon- unless, indeed, in those oldfashioned houses, where there are only two-pronged forks, you are obliged to use your knife.” 57
The thought of having to eat at an “old-fashioned” house and possibly risking the safety of their
lips may have been too much for some readers to bear, since they were trying so hard to
eradicate the use of knives entirely.
The author’s opinions were mirrored in an etiquette book written by Count D’Orsay in
the same year. Though a foreigner, D’Orsay was writing for publication in both England and the
United States. He agrees with the author of the previous etiquette book, and states that, “at every
respectable table you will find silver forks…Steel forks, except for carving, are now never to be
placed on the table.”58 He continues with a more severe tone, condoning the use of knives,
“NEVER use your knife to convey food to your mouth, under any circumstances; it is
unnecessary, and glaringly vulgar. Feed yourself with a fork or spoon, nothing else- a knife is
only to be used for cutting.”59 By the end of the decade the mention of knives as an alternative to
forks had disappeared completely, as can be seen in the Handbook of Etiquette for Gentlemen:
“Always feed yourself with a fork; a knife is only used as a divider.”60 Now there was no excuse
for using a knife to convey food to the mouth. Even mention of having to eat at an “oldfashioned” house has disappeared.
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During the first half of the 1850’s, the use of forks appeared to be commonplace in every
“respectable” household.61 According to an etiquette book written for the population of
Washington, “Napkins and forks are in such general use that no person would think of giving
dinner without them.”62 The author of this book goes so far as to mention that, “There can arise
no circumstance which would justify a person carrying his food to his mouth with a knife.”63 In
the twenty-five years following Basil Hall’s comments on his fellow Englishmen, not even the
“lowest vulgar” in American society should eat without a fork.64
Subsequently, children’s etiquette books took a severe approach during this period to
ensure that the habit of eating with knives never returned. In a chapter in the book, Etiquette for
Little Folks; or, the Art of Good Behavior, Mrs. Henry Mackarness described a situation where a
child does everything wrong at the table:
At dinner he is more uncommonly awkward. There he tucks his napkin through his
button hole…he sits at so great a distance from the table that he frequently drops his meat
between his plate and his mouth; he holds his knife, fork, and spoon differently from
other people; eats with his knife, to the manifest danger of his mouth; picks his teeth with
his fork, rakes his mouth with his finger, and puts his spoon, which has been in his throat
a dozen times, into the dish again.65
This child managed to perform every duty at the table incorrectly. By having an example of such
an ill-mannered youth, other children reading such etiquette books saw a glaring example of
what not to do. Proponents of European sensibilities had won out, and the habit of eating with a
knife would ultimately be stamped out in most urban areas of America over the next century.
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By the late nineteenth-century, the mention of knives as eating utensils is barely
mentioned. Garrick Mallery, however, describes some of the “tens of thousands” of rural
inhabitants that still use knives.66 He claims that the “transgressors” were, “all recruits to the
eastern cities from the sturdy families of farmers, who had not in early life been accustomed to
seeing three or four tined forks.”67 Therefore the habit was not one in which they could even
cared to overcome.68 It would be interesting research to examine why these rural households did
not adopt eating with a fork until considerably later. While the explanation citing limited
financial means might explain the situation in a few brief paragraphs, it is possible that there are
more interesting rationalizations. Perhaps these rural communities agree with the opinions of
Americans like Farrar and Webster, and see their use of the knife as a symbol of their national
identity.
In addition to the statements of Mallery, a rural table covering from 1870 (Fig. 5)
confirms the primary use of knives when eating.69 The quilted covering was used to cloak the
table when it was not in use. The two-pronged forks indicate that the knives were used to eat
with, while the forks acted as a stabilizer. It is not certain, however, whether or not the flatware
designs were used to signify which utensils the household actually used, or more as folk art
which represented previous American traditions.
The evolution of the fork in America illustrates a period of transition that was met with
much insecurity. Utensils, while conveying a person’s station and manners, could also support
their sense of national identity. While the English were criticizing American methods of eating,
some Americans, like Eliza Farrar and Garrick Mallery, believed that they were entitled to retain
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their own manners of eating that would be considered just as proper. These people were in the
minority, and faced harsh cosmopolitan sneers. By the end of the nineteenth-century the habit of
eating with a knife had lost all of its legitimacy, and was considered a primitive method of eating
that was only done by poor households in rural districts.
Opponents to American eating habits, like Margaret Hall, Francis Trollope, and the
numerous authors of Etiquette books, argued that Americans were vulgar for eating in such a
“disgusting” manner. They wasted no time in cataloging and describing every offense Americans
made at the table. From their publications and complaints, these authors soon had a following of
fashionable Americans who wanted to buy multiple tined silver forks. The standardization of
utensils that mimicked European ones became a popular objective, and most resigned to the
prevailing fashion of eating with forks. A quote from Harper’s New Monthly Magazine puts it
best when put into the context of the war at the American table, “Show me the way people dine
and I will tell you their rank among civilized beings.”70
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